Laboratory test of an automated cell analysis system for cervical screening.
An automated cell analysis system (Autoplan-MIAC) for the early detection of precancerous lesions of the cervix was tested under semi-routine conditions in a clinical cytology laboratory. A set of 1500 specimens, highly enriched with abnormal cases, was analysed. Cervical scrapings were collected in suspension and processed by cytocentrifugation for microscopy. Two slides were prepared from each sample: one for staining according to Papanicolaou for the visual reference diagnosis and one for Feulgen staining for automated analysis. The specimens were evaluated in two ways: the first one, which is referred to as the automated machine classification system (AMC), classifies the specimens according to the number and ratio of selected objects (alarms) and is a fully automated system. The second system classifies the specimens after visual evaluation of the stored alarms as they are displayed on a TV monitor, and is designated the interactive machine classification system (IMC). The AMC results showed a false positive rate of 16.5% when the cut-off threshold was selected so that all 117 positively diagnosed specimens were classified 'positive' by the system. In that case 87.4% of the CIN I and 96.9% of the CIN II cases were AMC-positive. The IMC results showed a false positive rate of 2.5%, when 86.3% of the CIN I cases, 96.9% of the CIN II cases and all CIN III and invasive carcinoma cases were positively classified.